Children are among the primary users of their urban environment, which has a direct and profound impact on their development. Have you ever wondered about how your kids interact with the city? Have you ever grappled with teaching your kids about the history, culture, architecture and locations of our sprawling and diverse metropolis? NGMA Mumbai, Ministry of Culture, Government of India in association with Avid Learning presents a panel discussion around * Totally Mumbai*, an exciting new children’s book that introduces young minds to our maximum city in a fun and engaging way! Join Co-authors of *Totally Mumbai* Pereena Lamba and Miel Sahgal, Publisher, Funokplease, Preeti Vyas and Journalist and Children’s Book Author Shabnam Minwalla in conversation with Children’s Writer, Editor and Curator of Children’s Literature Festivals Lubaina Bandukwala as they discuss anecdotes and fun facts about the city and writing for kids in a manner that engages their interest in this rich city they are living in.

This discussion is part of our *Multipolis Mumbai series*, which decodes the past while looking to the future and finding novel ways of engaging, interacting with and reenergizing the city that we love!

**Date** : Thursday, 9th November 2017  
**Time** : 6:00 PM - 6:30 PM- Registration, 6:30 PM - 8:00 PM - Panel Discussion  
**Venue** : The National Gallery of Modern Art, Sir Cowasji Jahangir Public Hall, M. G. Road, Fort, Mumbai, 400032  
**RSVP** : avidlearning@essarservices.co.in/ www.avidlearning.in/ +919769937710 (prior registration required)